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In this article a new method is introduced for distinguishing roots and background based on their
digital curvelet transform in minirhizotron images. In the proposed method, the nonlinear mapping is
applied to sub-band curvelet components followed by boundary detection using energy optimization
concept. The curvelet transform has the excellent capability in detecting roots with different
orientations and contrasts, thanks to its better sparse representation and more directionality feature than
existing approaches. Furthermore, adapting the parameters of the mapping function due to curvelet
coefficients is very beneficial for magnifying weak ridges as well as better compatibility with different
minirhizotron images. Performance of the proposed method is evaluated on several minirhizotron
images in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, images contain several roots, while the second
scenario belongs to no-root images, which increases the chance of false detections. The results show
that the detection rate of the proposed method is 4 to 27 percent better than its alternatives, in presence
of zero false detection. Furthermore, it is shown that better characterization of roots by proposed
algorithm does not lead to extract more false objects compared to the results of the other examined
algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Roots are one of the most important parts of plants
which serve several important functions such as
supporting the above ground portion and providing
water and nutrients. Studying the length, diameter and
associated surface area of the root may help researchers
to monitor the growth procedure of plants. Furthermore,
this study may improve our understanding of root
dynamics and associated functions in ecological systems
[1]. Unfortunately, there are some shortcomings in insitu viewing of roots. The main problem is that unlike
the above ground plant components, roots are included
in the soil [2].
For many decades, the soil core sampling has been
the most common method for investigating the root.
This method is based on cleaned root samples which are
obtained after operations like washing from soil coring.
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Although, this method may provide exact information of
root parameters but, it is time consuming and
destructive [3].
Today, non-destructive equipment like rhizotrons
and minirhizotrons were developed for the observation
and analysis of root growth. Rhizotrons are large
underground laboratories which are composed of
transparent-wall chambers for studying roots in soil
without core sampling. They use special imaging
devices for observation of root morphology and analysis
of its growth while the above parts of the plant are
exposed to natural conditions. Rhizotrons have several
disadvantages such as being expensive to construct and
maintain [4], so a very limited number of Rhizotrons
have been built world-wide. Therefore, they have been
replaced by minirhizotron systems which are
combination of imaging device and transparent plastic
tubes that are buried in the soil near the plants.
Minirhizotrons, thereby allow repeated in-situ
observations and analysis with minimum disturbance to
the agricultural and pristine ecosystems. In the early
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years, the minirhizotron image analysis was conducted
by using manual procedures which will give detailed
information on root production and mortality.
Unfortunately, this method is labor-intensive and timeconsuming. Therefore, the automated image analysis has
been substituted for data processing [5]. The automated
analysis encounter with several challenges like low
contrast of minirhizotron images, existing bright objects
in images which may be detected as roots and finally the
possibility of changing brightness at different parts of
the root. The above factors may lead to serious
problems in root analysis such as root splitting or
merging, increasing false positives and decrease
detection rate which limit the performance of the
automated methods.
In some researches the global and local thresholding
have been applied for detecting root [6]. Unfortunately,
the correct roots are not extracted by these methods
because non-root objects have the same intensity
distribution as the roots and the resultant histograms are
not bimodal.
Some other methods utilize gray level co-occurrence
matrix and local entropy thresholding to detect roots.
The results show that this group of methods has a great
ability in detecting young roots which are usually lighter
in color [7]. Another family of algorithms tries to
improve the performances of the above mentioned
methods by using boosting classifiers. These approaches
are based on incorporation of five concepts consisting of
gray level histogram distribution, interior intensity
edges, eccentricity and approximate line symmetry and
boundary parallelism [8]. Unfortunately, these
algorithms are not able to detect those roots which have
not enough lighting and usual shape.
In other approaches artificial neural networks have
been used to detect roots in minirhizotron images. Using
neural networks has excellent results to identify roots in
the training images. However, there is a significant
decrease in detection rate when this method is applied to
images on which it had not been trained [9].
In some methods the root detection in minirhizotron
images is modeled as a Gibbs point process [10]. In
these methods root segments are formed using grouping
seed points into part linear structures followed by
combination and validation schemes. After root center
lines are found, root regions have been detected by
using recursively bottom-up region growing method.
In some recent studies the energy functions are used
for root detection. In such methods, the foreground of
minirhizotron image is separated from its background
by optimizing the energy function [11]. This method has
better ability than threshold-based approaches in
detecting roots in low contrast minirhizotron image,
because of its independence to histogram of image.
In this paper, a new method is introduced for
separating root from other parts in minirhizotron
images. In the proposed method, firstly the digital
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curvelet transform is applied to the image under test to
obtain a better sparse representation and more
directionality feature. Furthermore, this approach
performs better handling of singularities in image under
test than its original form and other available multi scale
transforms. In the next step, the curvelet sub-bands are
mapped by using a nonlinear function to magnify the
weak ridges of the roots. Finally, the boundaries of the
roots are determined by utilizing energy function
concept which had led to acceptable results in our
previous research [11].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
proposed algorithm is introduced including digital
estimation of curvelet transform via Unequally Spaced
Fast Fourier Transform (USFFT) followed by the root
detection scheme. In Section 3, the performance of the
proposed method is evaluated on several minirhizotron
images. In Section 4, the results from experiments are
compared with those of several existing methods by
using some effective parameters. Conclusion is
presented in the last section of the paper.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Suppose I is a minirhizotron image which includes root,
soil and non-root objects. Soil and non-root objects is
called background in this paper. For each pixel of I it
may be written:
I mn  I ( m, n)

1 m  M 1 n  N

(1)

In the above equation, I mn is brightness value of a pixel
which is located in row m and column n, further (M, N)
are image sizes.
2. 1. Basic Curvelet Relations
Firstly, let us
define some symbols. In curvelet space, x shows spatial
variable,  is frequency domain variable and r and 
are polar coordinates in the frequency domain. The
transform process starts with two windows F(r) and G(t)
which are called radial and angular windows,
respectively. F is positive real value in the range
r  1 2 ,2 and G real value in the range t   1,1 .
These windows always obey the following conditions
[12]:


 F 2 r   1
2

j

r  3 4 , 3 2 

(2)

t   1 2, 1 2 

(3)

j- 



 G t  l   1
2

l 

In the above functions, j and l are scale and location
parameters, respectively. For each j  j0 ( j0 is initial
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value j) frequency window V j is defined in the Fourier
domain as:

 

V j r,   2

3 j 4

 r G 2

F 2

j

 j 2



2







(4)

The waveform  j x  may be defined by using Fourier

transform ˆ j    V j   . If function  j is taken as a
mother curvelet, then all curvelets may be obtained at
scales 2  j by rotations  l and position
 j as:

 



jl

 jlk x   j W x  xk
l

jl
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(5)

where W is rotation operator by  radians. Figure 1
shows scale 2 j in continuous-time curvelet transforms,
in which rotation and position parameters may be
defined as:
 l  2 .2

 j 2 




j 
 2 

l  0,1.....2 

.l

1

j
xkjl  Wl 1  k1 2  j , k 2 2 2  , k  k1 , k 2   2



The additional details of Equation (13) may be found in
[13].
There are two ways to implement FDCT: wrapping
and USFFT method. The fast Fourier transform USFFT
method is utilized in this research.
2. 1. 1. Digital Curvelet Transform Via USFFT
The window V j in continuous-time definition (4)
extracts

  .2

frequencies

j 2

    .2

j 2

near

.

2

j

r2

j 1



and

These definitions are not
compatible with digital transform. As shown in Figure
2, digital curvelet is based on concentric squares while
the continuous time curvelet is based on concentric
circles [14].
The window V jD (digital form of V j ) is defined by
F jD and G Dj (digital forms of F j and G j ) as:

V jD  FjDG Dj

(14)

(6)

The 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for I is
calculated as:

(7)

Iˆ m f , n f 



M 1 N 1

  I m, n e

 m f .m n f .n 

i 2 

N 
 M

(15)

m  0 n 0

Based on the above parameters, the curvelet coefficients
may be theoretically obtained as follows:

1  mf  M, 1  nf  N

CT  j , l , k   I ,  jlk 

where i represents the imaginary number. Then, the
FDCT via USFFT is computed as:

 I x xdx

(8)

jlk

R2

The digital transform CT D  j , l , k  is computed for
I (m, n) as:
CT

D

 j, l , k     I m, n Djlk m, n

In this paper, the superscript D stands for digital format.
Therefore, the digital form of  jlk is defined as:
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where L1, j and L2, j are length and width in V jD m f , n f ,
respectively. Note that L1, j is about 2 j and L2, j is about
2 j 2 [14].

(10)

(11)

(12)

Equation (9) may be re-written in the frequency domain
as:
CT

D

 j , l , k   IFFT ( FFT ( I [m, n]) 

FFT (  jlk [m, n]))
D

(13)

in which IFFT and FFT stand for inverse fast Fourier
transform and fast Fourier transform, respectively.

Figure 1. Determination scale curvelet at the frequency plane
and spatial Cartesian
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Figure 2. The figure curvelet the basic digital tiling

2. 2. Description of Mapping Function
Now,
the nonlinear function is constructed based on curvelet
coefficients to improve the performance of the
detection. For this purpose, let C  as defined in (17)
show the mentioned function. In this equation, c is
curvelet coefficient and p determines degree of

Figure 3. The sensitivity of the mapping function against p
parameter in Equation (17)

nonlinearity. Further, s1 , s2 , s3 define the weights which
should be assigned to each portion of function to
perform some modifications to obtain more appropriate
curvelet components. Here, d regulates the coefficient
modification interval. Also, z and q are defined as (18)
and (19), respectively. These parameters are defined
according, firstly the noise standard deviation to avoid
from the noise implication, and secondly the maximum
value of coefficients [15].
  z p
s1  
 q
p
 

z
'

C c mn  j , l , k    s 2 


  c mn  j , l , k  
 s3





  



1

2 6k  2 l  2 

 1 2 1 
    2 4  2
 1 2 1 













if dq  c mn j , l , k  z
if

z  s max c jk  q
q



if c mn j , l , k  dq

(17)
Figure 4. The sensitivity of the mapping function against z
parameter in Equation (17)

c mn j , l , k  z

(18)

 I mn  

(19)

In the above equations, the image I is divided into
multiple blocks of a pre-defined size (for example
(32  32) ), and  represents the time domain
convolution. For better interpretation of the proposed
algorithm the analysis of the mapping function has been
shown in Figures 3 and 4 as evaluation of its sensitivity
due to effective parameters p and , z respectively.

By applying inverse curvelet transform on the
mapped curvelet components and finally using Entropy
Based Level Set (EBLS) method, the dependency of
each pixel to root or background is obtained which leads
to the boundary of root as described in our previous
research [11]. Figure 5 offers Implementation scheme
for the proposed algorithm in the form of pseudo code.
3. TESTS AND RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was applied to the real data set
which is composed of minirhizotron images in which
half of the images contain variety of roots and the
residue are no-root images including background, bright
objects and dead roots.
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Detection Procedure
For each minirhizotron image
- Calculating digital curvelet transform
- Modification sub-band curvelet coefficients using mapping
function
- Adapting parameters of mapping function with current
curvelet components
- Applying inverse curvelet transform
- Define hypothesis testing equation for each pixel of
minirhizotron image
- Applying primary edge detector on image to perform
initial estimation of boundary
- Optimizing energy function based on level set concept and
to obtain final boundaries of roots
End of detection procedure

Figure 5. Pseudo code the proposed algorithm

TABEL 1. Specifications of examined minirhizotron images
and root
Specification of

Value

Images
Number of tested

50

images

frames

Value

Plant Species

Magnolia
and Peach

Min and Max

60 , 490

length of roots

Pixels

480*640

Min and Max

12 , 33

pixels

width of roots

Pixels

19%

Average contrast
Frame size

Specification of
Roots

(pixels)

TABEL 2. Parameters of mapping function
Parameter

value

Parameter

value

s1

0.1

d

1.25

s2

0.05

s

1.1

s3

1

p

0.05

Table 1 shows some important parameters of the test
images (e.g. number, contrast and size) and some
important parameters of roots (e.g. type, length and
width). More details may be found in [7, 11]. The
proposed algorithm is implemented using Matlab 2014
and is applied to the above data set. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm, the EBLS
method [11], Curvelet Transform Without Mapping
(CTWM), Entropy Thresholding Algorithm (ETA) [7]
and Gabor Filter [16] were implemented and applied to
the data set as same as our proposed scheme. A brief
description of some results which have been obtained
from all examined methods have been presented in

graphical form in this section. Full statistics of the
results will be discussed in Section 4.
Table 2 shows the parameters of the mapping
function which led to the best results in this research.
3. 1. First Scenario
In the first scenario,
algorithms are applied to images which contain Root.
Figure 6 shows the results of the examined algorithms
that have been imposed on Figure (6-a). Figure (6-b)
shows hand-labeled version of Figure (6-a). Figure (6-c)
shows the result from testing EBLS on the raw image I
in which the root has been divided into two parts.
Figures (6-d), (6-e) and (6-f) show that results obtained
from ETA, Gabor Filter and CTWM, respectively.
These algorithms have divided the root into two parts;
further, a number of root pixels were omitted. Finally,
Figure (6-g) shows the result of applying the proposed
method in which the root is extracted without being
divided or having extra pixels. Figure 7 shows another
test on one-root images which has lower contrast than
those shown in Figure (6-a). As shown, EBLS, ETA,
Gabor Filter and CTWM have divided the root into two
or more parts. Further, a significant number of root
pixels have been loosed. The proposed method have
extracted the root without being divided or having extra
pixels as shown in Figure (7-g).
Figure 8 shows another type of results in which the
two-root pictures have been examined. Figures (8-c), (8e) and (8-f) show the results obtained from EBLS,
Gabor Filter and CTWM, respectively. Although all of
these algorithms have extracted two roots existing in
Figure (8-a), but a considerable number of pixels have
been ignored. As shown in Figure (8-d), ETA also has
extracted both roots, but the first root has been divided
into three parts and many pixels belonging to the second
root has been lost. Figure (8-g) shows that the proposed
algorithm has extracted both roots better than the other
examined algorithms. However, still the second root has
been detected incompletely.

3. 2. Second Scenario
Presence of some bright
objects and existing some dead roots in the background
of minirhizotron images - which may be identified as
root- may be a great challenge in the root detection
procedure. Based on this fact, in the second scenario,
those images which contain any roots were examined.
Figure (9-a) shows an example of these images. Figures
(9-d), (9-e) and (9-f) shows the results of applying ETA,
Gabor Filter and CTWM that has led to some false
detections. However, Figure (9-c) and (9-g) show no
false detections as the result of applying EBLS as well
as the proposed method.
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(g)
Figure 6. (a) - A One-Root minirhizotron image, (b) - HandLabeled image, detection results by using (c) - EBLS, (d) ETA,(e) - Gabor Filter, (f) - CTWM and (g) - The Proposed
Algorithm

(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

(e)
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(f)

(e)

(g)
Figure 7. (a) - A One-Root minirhizotron image, (b) - HandLabeled image, detection results by using (c) - EBLS, (d) ETA,(e) - Gabor Filter, (f) - CTWM and (g) - The Proposed
Algorithm

(f)

(g)
Figure 8. (a) - A Two-Root minirhizotron image, (b) - HandLabeled image, detection results by using (c) - EBLS, (d) ETA,(e) - Gabor Filter, (f) - CTWM and (g) - The Proposed
Algorithm
(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(c)
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correctly rejected. False positive (FP) shows false
detections and false negative (FN) is defined as number
of missed roots. The first parameter, called TPR is the
probability of detecting pixels appointed to the root and
was estimated as:
(d)

TPR 

TP

(20)

TP FN

Furthermore, FPR is the statistics of pixels being related
to the false roots and was estimated as:
FPR 

(e)

FP

(21)

FP  TN

Figure 10 shows a curve called receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) which shows the advantage of the
proposed method compared to other four methods in
terms of parameter diagnosis changes of FPR versus
TPR. For simpler interpretation, FPR=0% and
TPR=100% has been shown as ideal values for false
detection and detection probabilities in Table 3.

(f)

(g)

Figure 9. (a) - A No-Root minirhizotron image, (b) - HandLabeled image, detection results by using (c) - EBLS, (d) ETA, (e) - Gabor Filter, (f) - CTWM and (g) - The Proposed
Algorithm

4. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The proposed algorithm, EBLS, CTWM, ETA and
Gabor Filter were applied to real data. Then, false
positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR)
parameters were obtained for several examined methods
to compare the results. Equations (20) and (21) show the
calculation of two above parameters them; true positive
(TP) shows the number of correctly identified roots.
True negative (TN) shows those objects which were

Figure 10. ROC curves obtained for the proposed (solid lineblue), EBLS (dashed line-red), CTWM (star line-cyan),
ETA (square line- green) and Gabor Filter (diamond linemagenta)

TABLE 3. Comparison of the performances of examined
algorithms
FPR

TPR

FPR

for
FPR=0%

for
TPR=100
%

for
FPR=5
%

for
TPR=90
%

Proposed

0.97

0.098

0.984

0

EBLS

0.93

0.1

0.958

0

CTWM

0.905

0.18

0.923

0

ETA

0.74

0.5

0.765

0.2

Gabor Filter

0.7

0.55

0.723

0.33

Examined
Methods

TPR
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The performances of algorithms may be compared
using other arbitrary thresholds for acceptable FPR and
TPR by using Figure 10 in the same manner.
As shown in Table 3, the detection rate obtained in
the proposed algorithm was 4, 6.5, 23 and 27% better
than EBLS, CTWM, ETA and Gabor Filter methods,
respectively, in zero false detection rate. Also, this table
shows the FPR of the proposed algorithm to be 0.2, 8.2,
40.2 and 45.2% less than EBLS, CTWM, ETA and
Gabor Filter methods, respectively, when the detection
rate has been complete.
A more realistic comparison has been performed in
Table 3 for more actual values of TPR and FPR (e.g. 9
and 5%, respectively) which again leads to superiority
of the proposed algorithms in contrast to its alternatives.
As shown in Figure 10, an optimum point with
FPR=7% has been considered for the proposed method
and was compared with alternative algorithms. The
proposed algorithm gives TPR value equal to 98.7%
when the false positive rate had been 7%, whereas, the
methods EBLS, CTWM, ETA and Gabor Filter have
had detection rates equal to 97, 93, 78 and 73%,
respectively, in the same FPR.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new method was introduced for
separating root from other parts in minirhizotron
images. In the proposed method, firstly based on its
scaling and directionality, the digital curvelet transform
was utilized to make a mapping function. Adapting key
parameters of this function according to curvelet subbands led to improve detection procedure by
magnifying weak ridges without increasing false edges
which are caused due to noise. Two different scenarios
were considered to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. In the first scenario one or two root
images were analyzed while in the second one the noroot images were tested. For better interpretation, the
tests were also carried on four alternative methods (e.g.
EBLS, CTWM, ETA and Gabor Filter) and the results
were compared by using their ROC. The results show
that the proposed algorithm has extracted roots at least
4% higher than EBLS which was the best among other
examined methods in presence of a typically false
detection rate equal with 0%. Furthermore, it was
observed that false detection rate of the proposed
algorithm has been at least 0.2% less than the best of the
full detection rate (i.e.100%). These results showed that
better root detection capability of the proposed
algorithm has not led to more false detections.
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چكيده
در این مقاله یک روش جدید برای تفكيک ریشهها و پسزمينه در تصاویر مينی رایزترون بر اساس تبدیل کرولت دیجيتال
آنها معرفی می شود .در روش پيشنهادی ،یک نگاشت غيرخطی به زیر باندهای کرولت اعمال شده و به دنبال آن با استفاده
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از مفهوم بهينه سازی انرژی ،مرزهای ریشهها آشكار میشوند .تبدیل کرولت به دليل نمایش پراکندگی بهتر و دارا بودن
ویژگیهای جهتی بيشتر ،قابليت باالتری را در تشخيص ریشهها با جهتها و کنتراست مختلف در مقایسه با روشهای
موجود از خود نشان میدهد .عالوه بر این ،تطبيق پارامترهای تابع نگاشت بر اساس ضرایب کرولت موجود ،هم از نظر
بزرگنمایی لبههای ضعيف و هم از نظر سازگاری بهتر با تصاویر متنوع مينی رایزترون بسيار سودمند واقع میشود .عملكرد
روش پيشنهادی با اعمال آن بر تصاویر گوناگون مينی رایزترون در قالب دو سناریوی مختلف ارزیابی میشود .در سناریوی
اول ،تصاویر مورد آزمون شامل ریشهاند ،در حالی که سناریوی دوم متعلق به تصاویر بدون ریشه است که احتمال
تشخيص نادرست را افزایش می دهند .نتایج به دست آمده نشان میدهند که روش پيشنهادی در شرایطی که هيچ تشخيص
نادرستی انجام نشود ،به نرخ آشكارسازی  4تا  72درصد بهتر از روشهای رقيب دست مییابد .به عالوه ،مالحظه میشود
که تخمين مشخصات بهتر ریشهها توسط روش پيشنهادی موجب افزایش نرخ آشكارسازی غلط نسبت به سایر روشهای
آزموده شده ،نمیگردد.
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